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Chairman’s Notes

T

he NLRA needs to be a proactive and positive organisation
to ensure that we keep the quality of life stable for our
residents in the South of Maidstone. COVID has at times,
made this very difficult for us as we attempt to have knowledge
of what is going on behind the scenes. Frustration is the word
as councils and officers hide behind COVID which becomes
the excuse to not respond to meetings or it appears at times to
do nothing.
I have mentioned on many occasions, the proposed changes
for the A229 especially at the Wheatsheaf and Swan junction.
This project should have been finished by now but changes are
still being made for the Wheatsheaf and we have no agreement
on the Swan junction. We carried out a traffic survey in April
to see what the effect a slip road into Boughton Lane from
the Loose Road would have. The numbers showed this could
be effective for up to 2 hours a day, but had no real impact
on the main road the rest of the time. For traffic trying to
exit Boughton Lane or Cripple Street there are no benefits.
The main concern is traffic flow on the main road, but still no
discussion on our ideas to have a bus half layby, so that traffic
does not grind to a halt when a bus stops. My personal view is
that we will see no action for several months to come, although,
everyone has agreed the changes to the Armstrong Road/Park
Way junction and also Sheals Crescent.
SMART (South Maidstone Action for Roads and
Transport).
As many of you know the NLRA has been involved with
this group from its formation. It consists of NLRA, Loose
Parish Council and Councillors responsible for the South of
Maidstone. It also controls Speedwatch for the area. By the
time you read the Review we will have met to look at potential
progress on traffic issues effecting traffic from Linton Crossroads
to Maidstone. We will be looking at future house building in
Coxheath, Boughton Monchelsea, Marden, Staplehurst, Police
Headquarters and Otham, as a lot of these developments will
have an impact on the A229 and the Wheatsheaf. Because
of impact on the A274 Sutton Road we will include Wallis
Avenue and Willington Street junctions.
The Future
You will see in this edition of the Review that a lot of our
normal activities are resuming. We will not be able to do
everything we would like until 2022, but plans are in place.

The NLRA is reviewing the way it works and making changes
which I hope will make us more professional.
To continue to be successful we need more members and
more volunteers, so perhaps you have a little time to spare to
help your community. We look forward to hearing from you.
Grass Verges
On a more positive note, it is really great to see how many
households are now mowing their verges outside their houses.
Naturally this gives a neighbourhood a far more attractive
appearance, rather than unkempt, muddy and generally
“grotty” verges. As I walk my dog, I see more and more nicely
mown verges, so congratulations to those households and
hopefully more will follow.

Latest News
On the 24 June Maidstone planning Committee GRANTED
an application from KCC for the demolition of the Wheatsheaf
pub. There are various surveys to be carried out, and other
works, so it will probably be some time before demolition
commences.
Sean

Boughton Mount

A

group of us recently visited
to see the progress that the
Harlequin Forest School are
making there, and to update on the
condition of the unique features
that are in the woodland.
As many of you will know, this
site was owned by the Foster Clark
family and “given” to KCC for use
as a school for “delicate” children.
This became Five Acre Wood
School for some years before KCC
transferred the school to the New
Line Learning site.
Boughton Mount is about
1/3rd brownfield where the school
was, and 2/3rd woodland of great
interest. Harlequin Forest School operate in the woodland and
have done a great deal of work there as it had not been touched for
many years. Wildlife is abundant and Harlequin Forest School have
helped to look after it by their work of keeping large wild areas and
a great deal of planting. There are magnificent trees, some of which
are of great interest to woodland organisations as well as a Victorian
pond and summerhouse, a folly and the tallest Ha Ha in the UK.
KCC is planning to build about 25 houses on the brownfield
area and this is included in the MBC local plan. The woodland area
is not yet determined.
The NLRA have been involved in all discussions over the last
five years and we have been, and still are, in contact with the Foster
Clark family. We have suggested a trust be formed to preserve this
treasured land but so far no progress on this although, we have the
backing of the Foster Clark family and Loose Parish Council. We
expect further discussion in early Autumn.
Sean
Top right: Part of the Ha Ha. Centre right: The Pond,
Below right: An unidentified specimen, Below : The ornamental fountain
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New Volunteer
Litter Picker

Planning Applications

W

e continue to monitor all planning applications
Further to the article in our last newsletter, we continue
to monitor planning applications and in the months March,
April and May of this year we responded to a total of 14
applications.
Each of these is carefully considered and plans perused. We
try to ensure that any aspects that might adversely affect
neighbouring properties are challenged but we always have to
consider these points within the confines of planning law.
It seems that the number of planning applications are slowly
increasing as we get back to some sort of normality. Many
people are building extensions on their homes and converting
garage space to use as residential accommodation.

E

dward has taken the
responsibility of litter picking
several of our footpaths on a
weekly basis. This is part of his
work in taking part in the Duke
of Edinburgh Award Scheme.
Thank you to him and our
other volunteers who litter pick in
our area on a regular basis.

The dangers caused by
pavement parking

Seafood Stall
Street Trading Application for Seafood stall at the Swan T&S Seafood
e were advised of a street trading application for a
Seafood stall at the Swan. We thought it appropriate to
submit a comment on this application as follows:
We have no objection in principle to this application as
we wish to keep The Swan as a viable business. We note that
there is sufficient off road parking available for both the seafood
stall and customers.

W

e have been asked by a disabled person who suffered an
accident to circulate this in an attempt to make people
realise the dangers of inconsiderate (and illegal) pavement
parking.
“I have just had a very bad accident in Regent Drive due to
a parked van. Some of it was in their driveway but the rest
completely took up the pavement. I tried to get round it and
in attempting to get up again on to the pavement my scooter
failed to get up the pavement, and fell on top of me. I was left
lying in the road completely helpless and called out; no-one
came. Fortunately a car came along and stopped to try and get
me up. By this time the lady had come out of the house in
which the van was parked also to assist. Thank goodness as
I need two people for the job. The van was a dog grooming
one. It was still there when I returned!”
If you have someone visiting your house who parks on the
pavement, why not ask them to move their vehicle and put it
on the road where it belongs?
And if you know the person who runs this dog grooming
business, please show them a copy of this article

W

However, when a seafood stall was allowed a few years ago,
there were considerable problems with litter around the site and
residents complained about the smell. We would therefore
ask that a condition be placed on the licence holder to be
responsible for clearing the site at the end of each working day,
and also perhaps to provide a bin for customers to use. This
worked well when Dominos applied for a change of use nearby
and agreed to comply with a Waste and Refuse Management
Plan. The North Loose Residents Association requests that
a similar plan is put in place with this applicant to avoid the
problems experienced before.
The applicant has applied for a licence to sell hot and
cold seafood, selection of wet fish, selection of cold pies and
sandwiches, which will be sold from a refrigerated unit .
Opening hours will be Monday – Sunday 10.00 – 18.00.

Library image
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Horizontal Surfaces

elbow, quite a lot of damage to an ankle and his bike was a
write off.
All this happened just a few days before work started on
re-surfacing the stretch of road from the Wheatsheaf to the
Boughton Lane junction. This bit of the A229 is another
horizontal surface that has loomed large in daily life. Not only
is it an extremely busy stretch of road but the surface was so
uneven you had to lift up your feet like a Lipizzaner Stallion
from Vienna’s famous Spanish Riding School to prevent
yourself from tripping over. A few yards up the road from us
the whole surface had shifted towards and above the kerb where
it hung poised - a malignant black wave of tarmac threatening
to engulf the feet of passers-by.
Top marks to KCC for the comprehensive notification they
gave residents and road users. Top marks to the contractors
too who did an excellent job. The work was carried out at
night with minimal disruption – personally, I didn’t even hear
them. This part of the Loose Road has gone from resembling
a corrugated roof to being snooker table smooth. Everything
from small private cars to enormous commercial vehicles now
waft by almost silently.
One small gripe KCC – why didn’t you let us know you were
going to close the road into Coxheath at the Linton Crossroads
a few days later? Anyway, the weather is too nice to dwell on
that – I’m going to stretch out (horizontally) on the sunbed.
Enjoy the summer and whatever the ‘Road Map’ allows
Alan Moore

W

hen we retired some twelve years ago, Lisa and I agreed
that we would each take responsibility for certain tasks.
My main task was ‘horizontal surfaces’ and I’m still surprised
by how many there are. It’s not just vacuuming the floor (by
the way, my new Gtech vacuum cleaner is simply brilliant!) but
all the stuff that lives on horizontal surfaces that needs dusting,
cleaning and polishing. Honestly, a man’s work is never done.
And it’s not just in the house. It includes mowing and edging
the lawn, (the extreme limits of my horticultural abilities) and
keeping the patio clean. Pressure washers are great but over
time they break up the cement grouting which now needs to
be repaired. At the front of the house it’s the leaves from the
hedges which clog-up the drain and the gravel which migrates
just everywhere. Horizontal surfaces demand a lot of attention!
A few weeks ago Lisa saw a motorcyclist in an alarmingly
horizontal attitude slide across the end of our drive and go
headfirst into the wall. If you happened to pass by our house
that day you will now know why there was an ambulance
parked on the drive with a fire engine, a paramedic and a police
car just outside. It was not the motorcyclist’s fault – he tried
to avoid a car that had pulled out of The Farrows apparently
without seeing him, hit the kerb and lost control. Fortunately,
the incident was witnessed by a member of staff from New Line
Learning who I happened to know from the time when I did
craftwork sessions there. Unfortunately, the rider – a very nice
young man named Danny, suffered a broken wrist, a fractured

Spring Litter Picks

1. Saturday 16th October - Loose Road Area - meet at
Boughton Parade, at 10 00,

W

e were able to recommence our Spring litter picks this
year, following the easing of lockdown restrictions.
A total of of 25 volunteers helped out on three separate litter
picks in the South Park, Loose Road and Mangravet Playing
field areas. Many thanks to all who helped out and especially
to the three people who managed to attend all three days. We
were also joined on one of the litter picks by one of our Ward
Councillor’s.
Our volunteers reported that on all three days there seemed
to be less litter to collect than on previous occasions, which is
very encouraging news. Lets hope the messaging around litter,
both at national and local level. is having an impact on people’s
behaviour. It is also noticeable that there are more volunteers
out on a regular basis doing their own litter picks.
Should anyone else want to join that growing team,
the NLRA can supply litter pickers, bags and Hi Viz vests.
Please contact David Southgate on 07801 296699 or david@
northloose.co.uk.
This autumn we plan to hold three more organised litter
picks and we are including a Saturday event following a number
of requests. The dates for these forthcoming litter picks are;-

2. Tuesday 26th October - South Park area - meet at South
Park car park, at 10 00, and
3. Wednesday 3rd November - Mangravet Playing field area,
meet at the barrier in Pheasant Lane, at 10 00.
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The Environment Group

removing invasive weeds and grasses and sowing more seed.
Our work on this has been severely curtailed during the last
year. Finally we have weeded the bank at the Cripple Street
end and sown grass seed. We intend to add spring bulbs later
this year.
Our programme of Summer Environmental work parties
is listed below.
David Southgate
NLRA Environmental Lead.

O

ur volunteers completed the planting of 350 hedging
whips along the edge of footpath KB22 between Cripple
Street and Postley Road. This was undertaken slightly later that
ideal, due to lockdown restrictions, but we have been fortunate
that we had a pretty cold and wet May which has helped
them establish. We were less fortunate a few days after we had
completed the planting when someone decided to steal all the
new support canes. However, thanks to the generosity of our
members we secured enough old canes to replace them, which
are perfectly functional and less desirable instead.
At Mangravet Wood, during the tail end of lock down, like
many other local wild spaces we suffered a spate of fires. Some
of which were quite large and required the attendance of the
Fire Brigade. These have abated recently and may have been
the result of youngsters with nothing to occupy them during
lockdown restrictions or the spell of recent damp weather in
May. The frequency of occurrences locally was met by the
North Shepway joint task force, a combined group comprising
Kent Police, Maidstone Borough Council and the Fire Brigade,
who were tackling anti-social behaviour due to
lockdown in Shepway.. Their involvement may
also have helped to reduce the incidences of fire
too.
We have also been very busy on the Loose
Greenway. You may have seen the progress made
so far on preparations for the benches, both
donated by Maidstone Borough Council. We have
dug out the bank, laid concrete foundations and
built a ragstone retaining wall. Both benches have
been refurbished and are in store waiting for final
installation. Many thanks to Richard and all those
people who have helped him get this far with the
project.
The wild flowers are now looking at their best
along the Greenway and we will get to work again
in the Autumn to try to improve this display, by

Work parties – Summer 2021
As part of our ongoing programme to maintain our
open spaces, the following work parties are planned:
Thursday 10th June 2021

Loose Greenway

Saturday 26th June 2021

Loose Greenway

Thursday 15th July 2021

Loose Greenway

Saturday24th July 202		

Loose Greenway

Saturday7th August 2021

Loose Greenway

Thursday19th August 2021

Loose Greenway
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Should you wish to attend, please contact David
Southgate in advance so numbers can be confirmed.
All work parties start at 10am and everyone is
welcome to stay as long as they wish.
Please bring any necessary tools with you if you have
them. A reminder e-mail will be sent out the week
before to confirm the type of work activity taking
place on each date.
Additional dates may be added at short notice for
particular items of work.
Loose Greenway – meet at the entrance from
Westwood Road
Enquiries to David Southgate –
david@northloose.co.uk or phone 07801 296699

Annual General Meeting
Our last AGM was in May 2019 and we hope to be signed by a proposer and seconder; all must be
current members of the Association and all must sign
able to hold the next one this year as follows:
the nomination form.

Saturday 25th September 2021
start time 10am
at Eling Court, off Mayfair Avenue

Each full member has the right to attend and vote
at the AGM as well as being nominated for election to
the committee.

The Secretary must receive nominations in writing
This is our official notice to members of this date,
7
days
before the AGM, ie by 10.00 am on Saturday
which will be subject to any government restrictions
18th September 2021.
at the time (but we hope not by then!)
Any member may propose a motion to be
We will attempt to report on items over the past
discussed at the AGM, provided that written notice
two years and present the accounts for both years.
of the proposed motion is delivered to the Secretary
We also need to vote on the appointment of no later than 14 days prior to the meeting, ie before
officers: Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer and 10.00am on Saturday 11th September 2021.
up to, but not more than, five other members to sit on
Nominations and notices posted to the following
the committee. Under the terms of our constitution
addresses will be accepted as being delivered to the
all existing committee members are required to stand
Secretary: 57 Mayfair Avenue, 42 Boughton Lane or
down, although they may seek re-election.
402 Loose Road. Signed and scanned nomination/
We are seeking more people to join our committee notice forms can also be sent by email to secretary@
or join us as a seconded member, so if anyone is northloose.co.uk
interested and wonder what it will entail, please
Lastly, due to safety reasons and the size of the room
do give Sean or one of our committee members a at Eling Court, we will ask members to book a place at
no-obligation ring to discuss. (the committee can the AGM – please email secretary@northloose.co.uk
second a member at any time)
or phone 07986 989764 or phone 01622 676810
For the AGM, nominations for the posts of officers (message facility on both numbers). (reminders
or committee members must be in writing and about this will be circulated nearer the time)

NLRA Nomination Form
I wish to nominate the following person to the Committee for 2021/22 in the role of
(please state particular role or state committee member)

Name of nominee 					

signature of nominee

Name of proposer					

signature of proposer

Name of Seconder					

signature of seconder
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DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON PRODUCTION
OF MAGENTA MEMBERSHIP CARD
Luckys Newsagent, Boughton Parade

Home news delivery. Buy 2 bottles of
wine and get a 3rd bottle half price (Echo Falls)

The Dolly Tub, Boughton Parade

10%
Service washes if required

01622 759999 M. 07766 132392

C.P.M. Plumbing. Sutton Road

10%
Good clean work with professional finish

MDK Electrical Services, Loose Road

10% off labour charges

01622 747352
01622 743082

01622 203031 M. 07757 944896

Rumwoods Garden Centre, Sutton Road
10%. 20% on special days.
01622 861477		
Domino’s Pizza

50% on pizzas, side orders, and desserts
(Not ice cream or any drinks.)

Boughton Parade, Loose Road 01622 747900

This is for collection only and not valid with any other offer
or multi buy deal

Nicki’s Florist, Wheatsheaf Parade

10% when you spend £20.00
on flowers in the shop.
(collection only, excludes delivery)

Footsteps Flooring 196 Loose Rd

5% off floor coverings (excludes
underlay, preparation work or labour)

Glowing Fitness (Pilates Classes)

free first class to all N.L.R.A. members.
Help with back pain- injury re-hab

Maidstone Fencing

5% off orders over £1000
jon@maidstonefencing.com

Your friendly local florist since 1993
01622 685849
01622 757411

Ask for Vicki 07759833097
01622 370559

Disclaimer: the NLRA takes no responsibility for any services given by the above

Lock-down Visitor

Smile …..

During snowfall earlier this year we had daily visits from a dog
fox. He may be one of last year’s youngsters judging by his light
frame, plus this appears to be his first experience of snow, which
he seems to treat as if a plague of flying insects.
On first appearing, he stares fixedly at his reflection in the
full-length window. Then, tensed he peers up into the driving
flakes selects his target and as it grounds he pounces, leaping
vertically upwards before shoving his nose deep into the laying
snow in a fevered attempt to find his single flake. These actions
are repeated for several minutes until evidently frustrated he
dashes around in tight circles before shaking the snow from his
coat, he moves away at a measured trot.
He leaves a sharp set of prints and bisecting these is a straight
line etched across the surface of the snow by the tip of his brush.
Trevor Lawrence

Told my wife I wanted our kids
every other weekend and she reminded me
that we’re married and live together so I’d
have to see them every day.
Be nice to your kids. They’ll choose your
nursing home.
I told my niece that I saw a deer on the way
to work this morning. She said, “How do you
know it was on its way to work?”
Don’t trust atoms, they make up everything.
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Useful Contacts
If you report to the ‘phone numbers below you will receive a reference number to monitor that work is
carried out within 28 days.
Please report to K.C.C .on the following phone number 03000 418181
Any fallen trees on footpaths to Transport and Highways

option 2

Any potholes 							option 3
Street lights in need of attention 					
quoting number stenciled on the lamp post column

option 4

Drainage 								option 5
Note: KCC phone lines are often busy, especially during bad weather, so if your problem is not urgent
you may prefer to report it using the KCC website - www.kent.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/report-a-problem
EMERGENCY ONLY please use highways emergency line between 5.p.m. – 9 a.m. 03000 419191
Please report the following to MBC on 01622 602000 general enquires Any broken street name signs

Committee Members 2020
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Committee

Website
Co-opted

Sean Carter
mob.07946 302824
Richard Hunt
mob.07840 897141
Jacquie Day
mob.07986 989764
Robert Thomas			
Rhiannon Cox
		 01622 741261
Alan Moore
01622 762085
David Southgate
mob 07801 296699
Paul Kinnill
mob 07969 793311
Robin Catt
mob 07768 311091
Cathy Patton
		 01622 743444

chair@northloose.co.uk
richard@northloose.co.uk
secretary@northloose.co.uk
bob@northloose.co.uk
membership@northloose.co.uk
alan@northloose.co.uk
david@northloose.co.uk
paul@northloose.co.uk
robin@northloose.co.uk
cathy@northloose.co.uk

COUNCILLORS AND POLICE CONTACTS
MBC COUNCILLORS
Paul Wilby
		
Derek Mortimer		
Brian Clark			

mob.07949 769276
mob.07825 916930
mob. 07963 757767

paulwilby@maidstobe.gov.uk
derekmortimer@maidstone.gov.uk
brianclark.ld@gmail.com

K.C.C.
Paul Cooper				

paul.cooper@kent.gov.uk

Police contacts:
PCSO Caroline Honeysett 		

or ring 101

mob. 07870 163541
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